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MY STRANGER 
A WRITER’S LOVE STORY 

 

 

Once upon a time I would spend a lot of time in one bar I know. Some weeks, I 

would show there every evening. Others, once or twice. There would be weeks 

when I couldn’t make it to the bar once. But I never stayed away for long. 

In that bar, I would meet a stranger. And a stranger they would be, always, 

no matter how many times I had met them before. 

There was no knowing how the night would go. On some nights, we would 

make each other laugh, or try to outwit each other in cheesy banter. On some nights, 

we would stare into each other’s eyes – in confusion, in understanding, in anger 

when the understanding went too far, revealing things we were not prepared to 

know about the other and ourselves. 

On some nights, we could dance like a perfectly choreographed musical 

troupe; on others, we stepped on each other’s toes, slipped, tripped, laughed in 

amusement, groaned in frustration, left in a huff. Some nights, we would be all over 

each other for hours; on some, a five-minute talk would make it clear that neither 

was in the mood. 
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Ultimately, I didn’t mind how the night would go. I would just be glad to be 

there. To have shown up, be it for five minutes or five hours, be it for a dance, a 

chat, a kiss, or a fight. 

Then, one day, the stranger wasn’t there. I wasn’t sure what to do. It felt so 

sudden. It seemed to have come out of nowhere. I took it personally. I left the bar, 

and didn’t go back. 

I told myself it was for the best. Looking back, I could see that my stranger’s 

disappearance had not come out of nowhere after all. In the weeks preceding it, 

there were many more fights than kisses, and the dances felt stiff, half-hearted, the 

definition of going through the motions. I had stopped showing up at the bar in 

wonder, in preconceived acceptance of whatever the night would bring. I had begun 

showing up with expectations, or in anticipation of disappointment. My 

expectations would be disappointed. My anticipation of disappointment, fulfilled. 

For a while after that, I would shun all bars of the kind where I could meet 

my stranger, or someone like them. I had taken a turn towards fear. I didn’t want us 

to fight anymore, but saw no way through. I wanted things to go back to the way 

they were, but saw no way back. 

So I stayed away, opting for a perfect never-was instead of a messy up-and-

down. An easy no instead of a hard-won maybe. 

For a while, that was enough. Right up until the one day when it wasn’t. 

I’m going back to the bar. Because I miss my stranger. I miss the dancing, 

elegant and awkward alike. I miss the way we made each other laugh. I miss the 

moments of terrifying vulnerability, moments when I wasn’t sure who was more 
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exposed: them who answered my questions, or me who asked them. 

I have been missing these things more with every passing day, and I think my 

longing has finally outgrown my fear. 

Tonight, I’m going back. I’m going to perch myself on a tall bar stool, stare 

into my drink for a while to gather my courage, tap my stranger on the shoulder… 

and find out what happens next. 

 

 

 

 

Chester, Cheshire 
July 2017 
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First published in “From the Depths,”  
a literary journal by Haunted Waters Press, 2011 

 
 
 

MONOCHROME 
 

 

 

The air was the special kind of cold that you only get right before dawn, and 

even the whitening color of the sky seemed to carry that chill. I zipped my coat all 

the way to my chin and tightened the camera belt across my chest. The sunrise on 

the lake beyond the forest had better be worth it.  

It would’ve been easier to camp at the lake overnight, but I was not insane 

enough to spend the night there alone. Traversing the forest at daybreak, now, that 

should have been a pleasant little walk. It wasn’t. Somehow, this forest was even 

more frightening in the morning than at night. Perhaps it looked more inviting in 

summer, but now, with the dead leaves under my feet, the bare trees all around me, 

stretching their branches into the sky in supplication, and the white wisps of fog 

creeping between them… it was nothing short of terrifying. 

The fog may actually be a good thing, I told myself in a vain attempt at 

reassurance. The fog probably meant that the lake wasn’t too far away. A branch 

snapped under my foot, startling me, and I walked faster, nearly running, against all 

logic, to where the fog was thickest, wishing to get to the lake, set up my tripod, 
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and wait for the sunrise. Only when I heard the ground squelch underneath my feet 

did I realize that the fog had not led me to the lake. It had led me to the swamp that 

bordered it. 

 That's alright, I told myself, stopping. This was only the edge of the swamp, 

so I could get to the like just fine, as long as I skirted it and didn’t get any deeper. 

Changing my direction appropriately and taking care to walk slowly this time, I 

moved on. 

Making sure to keep the tree line on my right, I walked, feeling colder by the 

second. For a mere moment, I stopped to blow on my frozen fingers, and when I 

looked up again, I saw a figure in the distance. My heart soared. That had to be a 

fisherman headed for the lake. It couldn’t be far now. I ploughed on, trying to never 

let the figure out of my sight. 

It turned out to be surprisingly easy. Even at my pace, I seemed to be 

catching up. As I got closer, I realized I was wrong about the stranger. They lacked 

any attributes I’d expect of a fisherman: no buckets, rods or nets. Neither did they 

carry anything that would betray them as a camper, hunter or hiker.  

Whoever they were, it was still better than being alone here. I persisted in my 

pursuit. Soon enough, I could tell that the stranger wore a waist-long jacket with a 

fur collar: clearly neither a fishing outfit nor one for camping. I started wondering  

whether the person ahead could be a reluctant adventurer, lost not unlike myself. 

Still, I reasoned, two people wouldn’t be as lost as one. 

No sooner did that thought cross my mind that my quarry turned to look at 

me. I called out and waved while trying to see them better. Half of their face was 
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obscured by dark hair falling down to their shoulders, but even through the mist 

and the hair, I could see them smiling. Whoever they were, they were happy to see 

another human being to keep them company in the middle of this cold and creepy 

morning. 

After I took a few more steps, the stranger turned again and resumed walking. 

I took this as a sign for me to follow. A few more times they would stop, allowing 

me to catch up a little more every time, and looking back at me with the same smile, 

standing motionless. 

As I kept approaching, I could now see their dark eyes, and their skin, white 

as porcelain and a stark contrast against their hair and clothes – no doubt because of 

the mist that seemed to turn the whole world monochrome. 

A snag caught my foot when I was only a few steps away from my fellow 

adventurer. It took me some stumbling to stop myself and my camera from hitting 

the ground. When I was back on my feet, there was no-one around me. I looked this 

way and that, failing to understand how someone could disappear without a trace in 

a matter of seconds, but couldn’t catch even a glimpse of the person I had been 

following for… I had no idea how long I’d been following them for.  

Now they were nowhere to be seen. Neither was the tree line that used to be 

on my right. 

Taking a sharp breath, I held the air in my chest until I felt I’d suffocate 

unless I exhaled. It made me dizzy, but it stopped me from panicking and running in 

a random direction, which undoubtedly would’ve been the death of me. All right, I 

said to myself. So I strayed from the edge of the forest and wandered a little deeper 
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into the swamp. Not to worry. All I had to do was retrace my steps, checking the 

ground before me, and I would be fine.  

I would be fine, I repeated to myself, following my own instructions and 

glancing over my shoulder every other second, as afraid to catch a sight of the dark-

haired stranger now as eager I was to see them before. 

Soon enough, I saw that I had picked the right direction. The trees soon 

loomed in the mist ahead. I let myself breathe more freely, and told myself to stop 

looking behind me. That decision failed to empower me. Instead, it turned my walk 

to the tree line into a mad stumbling dash. Only one thing was on my mind, with 

every step I took. 

Is there anyone behind me? 

Finally, pressing my back against the first tree I’d reached, I turned around. 

There was no-one, as far as the eye could see. Had I imagined it all? Did I 

hallucinate from the swamp gas? Was the black-haired stranger nothing but a trick of 

light in the fog?  

In that moment, I neither knew nor cared. My back still against the tree, I let 

my legs give way as I slid down to the ground. Lovely, cold, hard ground. This was 

where I would stay. I would not move from this spot until it was well into daytime, I 

told myself as I breathed sharp cold air until my lungs hurt.  

Slowly, my body relaxed, my heart slowed down. I should’ve have taken a 

picture of the stranger, I thought to myself. Then I imagined checking the camera 

and finding no-one in the shot, and I was that glad I hadn’t. My heart picked up 

pace again. I stared into the fog, determined not to let myself fall asleep. 
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"Hey there. Did you get lost?" 

I started, realizing that despite my decision to keep awake, my forehead had 

already drooped onto my knees. 

"Yes," I answered to the unseen speaker, shaking my head to get rid of the 

drowsiness. "I was going to the lake to do a photo shoot, but I followed someone 

walking ahead of me, and got too far into the swamp." 

 "No wonder you did. A young man got lost around here once, trying to find 

his way to the lake where his lover was waiting for him. He's been looking for them 

ever since." 

I felt a chill run through me, deeper than the physical cold.  

"You mean, like, a ghost?" 

"Call it whichever you like." 

I suppressed another shudder and pulled myself to my feet.  

"Good thing I met you, then," I said, trying to sound light-hearted. 

"Indeed." 

Finally on my feet, I turned to see the speaker. The same smile that rang in 

their voice was now shining at me from a porcelain-like face, half-shrouded by the 

tousled black hair. 

 
 
 
 

Kyiv, Ukraine 
October 2009 
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Winner of the LitReactor Teleport Us Challenge 

 
 

A SONG FOR MY BROTHER 
 

 

 

N’iel, brother, do you remember? 

I hold my left hand up to the night wind, willing it to cool down. The bucket 

of water next to my table would save me several minutes of waiting, but the 

temperature shock may become one last straw for the loose rivet in my thumb. I 

cannot finish my work one-handed, nor can I waste precious time repairing myself. 

N’iel has mere hours – longer than I fear, maybe, but surely less than I hope. 

Soon, my right hand no longer feels scorching against my left. I return inside, 

pull down my goggles, and Sing to my welding torch. 

 

* * * 

 

Remember the day we were born? No, I don’t either. But the days were all 

the same that year, and in the few years that followed, and the few more that 

followed them. There were grey clouds. They were all that we knew. We laughed 

and made up stories in which you and I were the sky’s children.  
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On a day that was no different from the one before it, the Wise Man was 

passing us by, and heard me call you Son of the Sky, and answer to Daughter of the 

Heavens. He stopped, and lay a hand on each of our shoulders, and told us to never 

say such things again lest even greater misfortune befall us all. 

That evening, we crouched by the window outside our mother’s hut while she 

argued with the Wise Man. His voice was low and heavy. Hers lashed like lightning. 

They spoke of the time of the clouds, and the time before them. We listened and 

understood very little. The clouds were the only sky we ever had. 

When she put us into bed that night, she held us for a long time and said that 

you and I were the only things to remind her that the sky used to bring blessings, 

not curses. 

 

* * * 

 
With the last of the welded seams finished, I put out the torch and keep my 

hands either side of the seam until it cools. I brush the new joint with fingers of 

metal, then with fingers of flesh, all the while Singing, pausing only for long enough 

to blow away a few remaining pieces of slag. There are some who would say that I 

may as well be working in silence, that metal can only be sung to life when it is 

already one with something to draw life from, that the very thing I am attempting is 

beyond the realm of decency and possibility. Maybe they are right. Maybe they are 

as wrong as the people of our village, who said the same about Singing to metal. 

I use my goggles to push my hair back. On their way up, they catch on the 

corner of my eye patch. 
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* * * 

 

Remember the day you pulled me out of that river? I do, if only barely. My 

entire world was suddenly cold and dark, and it grew colder, and darker, and 

heavier. So heavy. How very dark, cold, and heavy the world is – that was my last 

thought. Would have been my last thought, had it not been for you. 

I remember the light that pushed the heavy darkness away, and I remember 

your voice. You were crying. You never cried, not even when our mother closed her 

eyes for the last time. But I heard you crying over me that day, as I lay mauled by 

the river and blinded by the pain. Then I could see again, and found that it was not 

the pain that blinded me, not entirely. In the mangled mass of flesh, skin and bone 

that was the right side of my face, there was no longer an eye. 

That was when I cried, and you Sang to my broken body, willing it to become 

whole again. It helped stop some of the bleeding, but it could not bring anything 

back. Soon enough, there would be no bringing me back, either. The pain was so 

real that it came to life, and fought me for my body. I was losing. I had all but lost. 

And then you Sang again, a song sharper and harder than anything I had ever 

heard, and the pain fled, one sound at a time. In the water of the river that had 

nearly killed me, I saw my reflection. Fused into the crumbled edges of my right eye 

socket was a flattened piece of metal. It felt warm under my fingers. In drawing life 

from my flesh to become a part of me, it had also drawn out the pain. 
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* * * 

 

I climb down the stepladder and inspect the latest set of joints from every 

side. The flanks and haunches fit together flawlessly. I nod to myself and move on to 

examine the shoulder links. Their edges are pleasingly difficult to find. 

Now that all four legs are in place, the work of every joint honed and refined, 

I move my stepladder to face the front of my creation. The next part is difficult. 

Only the few best horsemakers in Matdhuil can assemble the neck perfectly on their 

first attempt. I am fortunate to be one of them. Tonight, there is no room for error. 

 

* * * 

 

Remember the day we found our way to Matdhuil? I remember it well. It 

looked like paradise. It felt like paradise, after weeks of trackless wandering. We 

had left home with nothing. Me, an abomination for the metal in my skin. You, a 

defiler of the Song for placing it there, and a criminal for raising a hand to the Wise 

Man. We could never return. 

With our father’s compass, you could always find a way, through the night, 

and the swamp, and the thicket. Now you no longer had it. When I asked what 

happened to it, you only smiled and pointed at my face. I nearly cried again. I was 

the one to blame for all of our hardships. You held my chin and said that you 

needed no compass, for as long as you had me, you could never be lost. 

Matdhuil was a place of beauty and of new beginnings. We were savages in 
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this illuminated land, but it took us in like children. It was a place of learning, and 

we learned. Did we really read for years on end? It felt that way. We read of the rift 

that severed our race in half centuries ago, into followers of the old ways and 

seekers of the new. The latter believed it was no crime, no sin, no abomination to 

Sing to everything that responded, be it old or new, grown or made, flesh or metal. 

The former no longer mattered. 

We read on and on, swallowing decades of history and yearning for more, 

until one day, we found mention of the time of the clouds. But they were not the 

grey clouds of our youth. They were red, and orange, and black. They bloomed like 

flowers, beautiful flowers that murdered the skies. After all these years, I was filled 

with understanding of our mother’s words, and overwhelmed by the defiance she 

had shown in naming her children. N’iel. L’iume. Clouds and Sunshine. 

 

* * * 

 

It is finished. All considerations of a craftsman’s humility aside, it is the most 

beautiful metal creature I have ever put together. The light of my workshop reflects 

off the polished flanks, shines on the gleaming hooves, plays in the glass of the 

mane and the tail. The unicorn stands seventeen hands tall, its withers level with 

the top of my head, its own head lowered. It is finished, but not yet awake. 

I climb to the top of the stepladder again, and reach through the slick strands 

of the mane. A small hatch clicks under my fingers. Holding it open with my right 

hand, I reach into a leather pouch on my belt with my left. 
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Held in my palm is a circuit board, no longer than my little finger, a quarter 

of its length wide, and the thickness of two of my thumbnails. N’iel. All that remains 

of him. 

My right hand buried in the metal unicorn’s mane, my left cradling the 

memory of my brother, I Sing. 

 

* * * 

 

Remember the day you died? I will never forget it. 

You and I had gone through a lot on our way to our new home. On arrival, 

we had to go through more. You were coughing up blood. My right arm was 

unmoving and festering. The healers worked their craft on us until we were whole. 

They Sang hair-thin leaves of pure silver into the jagged edges of the wounds in 

your lungs. They salvaged the bone of my arm, and replaced dead flesh with living 

metal. They tried to change my eyepatch. I would not let them. 

Brought back from the brink of death, we were free of all fears. The future 

seemed endless that year, and in the many years that followed. Our race had always 

been blessed with long life. The Singers of Matdhuil found ways to ensure that 

longevity remained a blessing even under poisoned skies.  

Yet there was one affliction they were powerless against. It affected the 

throat, spawning tumors that would mutilate the voice, hound it until it was but a 

shadow of itself, never more than a whisper, never again the same. Growths could 

be removed. A throat could be repaired, returning speech. But not even living metal 
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could bring back the real voice. 

We had watched our mother waste away in the grip of voice bane. Now, fate 

would have me look on as you went the same way. I sought solace in the thought 

that your last days would be spent in comfort, without pain. I sought it fiercely. I 

could not find it. 

I was there when your eyes closed, when your breath ceased, when every 

screen around your headrest went dark, save for one. A short time later, that screen 

told me that the final state of your mind had been successfully saved.  

Matdhuil was a place of learning. The ritual of the final uplink had been in 

place for generations. It ensured that not a single grain of knowledge was ever lost. 

 

* * * 

 

My throat has run out of sound. It is probably for the best. Else, I would stand 

here and Sing to the stolen memories of my brother forever, or until I was found. It 

has been hours since my break-in into the center of knowledge. Time is running out.  

The mind chip slides home. The hatch clicks closed. I climb down, and the 

metal of the unicorn’s body feels warm against my icy fingers. Then I wait. 

The unicorn lifts its head slowly, flexes its neck, paws the ground with its 

front hooves, takes a step back, testing every leg. Each move comes with the smooth 

sound of metal doing what it should be doing, but nothing more. 

I watch, silently, my eyes fixed on the telescopic horn. Concealed in its tip is 

the miniature antenna of the telepathic interface. I wait.  
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Time is running out. It no longer matters. If I have failed, time is of little use 

to me. I wait. 

The unicorn lowers its head again.  

L’iume.  

Sister.  

I remember. 

 

 

 

 

Liverpool, UK 
February 2013
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FIND A SUN 
 

 

 

Find a sun. 
 
Find someone who makes you want to be better. 
 
Find someone who makes you feel inadequate in all the best ways. It’s not that 
you’re not good enough – it’s just that you can be So Much More. Always. 
 
Find someone who tells you that you can be anything you want, and you believe 
them. 
 
Find someone you believe. Find someone you believe IN. 
 
Find someone whom you fear to disappoint. More than anything. More than anyone. 
More than looking yourself in the mirror. 
 
Find someone to believe in. Living or dead, fictional or supernatural, real or… 
There’s no ‘or’. You will make them real. And they will make you more. 
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Find someone whose words reach inside you and open the windows you never knew 
were there, the doors you were afraid to touch, the floodgates you pretended didn’t 
exist. 
 
Find someone who, right after making you cry, tells you not to – and you stop 
crying in the next five seconds. 
 

 

 

 

Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire 
April 2013 
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THE PROBLEM WITH MISS HOPE 
 

 

 

Roger Cotter, junior employment advisor for PHB Recruitment, always tried 

to have a positive outlook on life. When faced with a difficult day, which wasn’t a 

rarity at PHB Recruitment, he would cheer himself up with the thought that even if 

the morning took a turn towards complete nonsense, there was always a chance that 

things would pick up after lunch. Four hours into the Monday, the hope in question 

was the only thing propelling Roger, and both were fading equally fast. 

The problem was, the idea of things picking up after Roger’s lunch break was 

strongly contingent on his ability to take said break at all, and his chances did not 

look good, between a single mother who didn't have anyone to mind her very 

unhappy and exceptionally loud baby; an old lady with a sporadically 

malfunctioning hearing aid that turned her speech into a succession of alternating 

whispers and yells; and finally, a perfectly behaved and stylishly dressed young 

woman, who would've earned an imaginary Visitor of the Week merit badge, had it 

not been for her dog, which had remained concealed in the visitor’s handbag, right 
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up to the point when it chose to explore the surroundings and become extremely 

excited about them. 

And now there was a knock on the door again. Roger glanced at his watch 

and groaned audibly. Five minutes to lunch break. Perfect. Roger fought a brief 

inner battle, wondering if he could get away with sitting still, breathing quietly, and 

pretending he was already gone. He had never done that sort of thing, but just this 

once… maybe? 

The knock came again. Maybe not. 

He called towards the door, asking the knocker to wait another moment, 

finished removing the results of the Chihuahua's excitement from his desk, glanced 

into his mug in the vain hope for a telekinetic coffee refill, and sat down heavily. 

What a day. 

The door opened up a crack, letting a portion of a female face through. 

"Excuse me, can I come in now, or should I come back later?" 

"Oh, I'm so sorry, yes, please, I mean, no, I mean–" Roger cut himself off and 

managed an apologetic smile. "Sorry. I meant to say – please come in." 

The woman let herself in. No babies, Roger noted. That was a good start. 

Mid-thirties, so less likely to have hearing problems. And the file folder in her hands 

wasn't big enough to contain any animals. Unless it housed a localized plague of 

cockroaches, in which case, Roger swore to himself, he'd call security on her.  

"Have a seat." He gestured at the visitor chair. The woman sat down, placed 

the folder on his desk and pulled on the rubber strings at the corners that held it 
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together. Roger eyed the folder, but the only things to emerge from it were A4 

sheets of paper. He let himself relax a little. 

"How can I help you?" 

"I'm looking for a job, and I came to ask if there were any vacancies. I've 

filled out the profile form they have downstairs, so maybe if you could have a look?" 

Roger took the paper from her hands, doing his best to conceal his 

bewilderment. Did she actually fill out the form without being asked to? That made 

her one in a– Okay, one in a dozen. Not all applicants were organizationally 

challenged, and not all days were like this Monday. Still, a jobseeker who read the 

advice sheet downstairs and actually followed the instructions – what a breath of 

fresh air. Roger hid a smile as he read the applicant’s name. Hope, Kelly. How 

appropriate. Maybe an embodiment of his own hope for an upwards swing in 

today’s trajectory. 

He read through the rest of the questionnaire, completed in a neat, slightly 

angular script, then looked up at his visitor again. 

"Your application looks good, Miss Hope. There's just one question you 

missed here. You indicated your previous employer, that would be…" Roger glanced 

down. "Corycian A.E., Delphi, Greece. But you didn't specify your position." 

"I actually wasn't sure what the appropriate English word would be." Miss 

Hope shrugged with a helpless smile. "I thought it would be better if I left it blank 

and then maybe you could advise me." 

"Well, I don't speak Greek, but let's give it a try. What was it that you actually 
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did?"  

"I worked with people who were involved in the arts. Writers and poets, 

mainly, but every now and again, there'd also be someone from the musical field or 

the visual arts. Creative people altogether." 

"Right. And what kind of work did you do for them? Personal assistant? 

Promoter? Editor?" 

"Oh, no. No. Nothing like that. I just tried to help them with their ideas." 

"So… Like a consultant?" 

"Correct me if I’m wrong, but a consultant is a person who tells you what to 

do, aren’t they? No, that wasn't my job, either. I just tried to… inspire." 

"Hmm. Inspire." Roger drummed his fingers on his desk. "Yes, I see your 

problem there. 'Trying to inspire people' doesn't really fly on a resume, does it." 

"No, I didn’t think it would." Miss Hope smiled that smile again. "Do you have 

any suggestions?" 

"How about we start with ‘life coach’ and see if there’s anything in the 

database? If there are any vacancies you like, you can always explain your actual 

experience in your cover letter." 

"Very well. Life coach it is." 

Over the next twenty-three minutes, Roger started giving up on his recently 

rekindled hope of leaving the office in time to catch the lunch offer at the sandwich 

shop. At first glance, Miss Hope was a model applicant, with a long list of skills and 

qualifications, and her references were glowing almost literally. It was amazing how 
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much she'd been able to accomplish over the ten years she'd worked with Corycian, 

Roger thought in the passing. A person of her age with this many projects under 

their belt shouldn’t be filling into forms at a recruitment agency – they should be 

beating employers off with a stick. Her manner was about as perfect as her 

documents. Polite to a fault, she could've easily come across as aloof – and yet the 

sheer, unfeigned friendliness that rang in her every word and shone in her every 

smile made her the absolute opposite of stuck-up.  

There was only one problem with Miss Hope. No job worked for her. 

Roger Cotter was a good employment advisor. He always did his best to help 

every candidate, no matter their experience, demeanor, or degree of personal 

hygiene. He'd had visitors obsessed with working in a field for which they clearly 

didn't qualify. He'd had applicants who begged to be given any job in the world as 

long as it got them out of their current company. He'd even had people who claimed 

they didn't have the foggiest as to what they wanted.  

He always did do his best. He'd find entry-level positions for the barely 

qualifying seekers, or scout out training programs for the non-qualifying ones, even 

though training wasn't strictly speaking his area. He'd find options for the desperate 

dead-end-job escapees that would let them switch quickly, without having to wait 

weeks and risk management murder charges. He'd help the flounderers gain an 

understanding of what they wanted to do or, in many cases, gather the courage to 

admit that it's something they'd wanted all their lives.  

Roger genuinely wished to help every candidate find a good job. That 
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included Miss Hope. But what was he to do with someone who rejected every option 

he presented her with, claiming that they were 'not quite' what she was looking for? 

Closing another vacancy file with a poorly concealed sigh, Roger glanced at 

the time in the corner of the screen. Twenty-seven minutes. Perhaps this was going 

to be his first complete and proper failure as an employment advisor. 

"Miss Hope." Roger lined up some papers on his desk and gave the woman a 

haunted look. "We seem to have run out of options. You've rejected every vacancy 

that calls for a life coach, artistic consultant, gallery curator, editor, designer, 

assistant producer… even creative director! Have you considered, uh, working 

freelance?" 

"Is that your way of saying you can't help me?"  

"I'm trying, Miss Hope, I swear I am, but…" Roger trailed off wretchedly, 

wishing Miss Hope would at least get angry rather than look at him with that mild 

smile of hers. "If you gave me something, anything, a direction to look in?" 

"You know, I did actually get an idea somewhere along the way. Are there 

any openings for teaching art, particularly to children? The younger, the better." 

"A teaching job? I'm sure there’s something in the database… Are you 

qualified to work with children?" 

Of course she is, Roger thought as another paper emerged from the folder in 

Miss Hope’s lap. Why did he even bother asking? 

Another three minutes later, Miss Hope left Roger's office with a stack of 

application forms for a number of primary schools and kindergartens throughout the 
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state, and Roger, with an assurance that she can fill in the forms on her own, a 

promise he was more than happy to take on faith. Ten minutes later, he found that 

the lunch offer at the sandwich place had indeed ended, and went to the coffee shop 

next door, instead. 

Halfway into his latte and bagel, Roger heard a voice asking if the other seat 

at his table was taken, and looked up to find the face of a childhood friend he hadn't 

seen in years. Mike was just passing through the town, running some errands before 

his red-eye flight bound for another journalistic escapade somewhere overseas. They 

had another coffee each, swapping business cards and work stories. Roger shared 

the tale of his hectic day while Mike complained about his photographer bailing on 

him at the last moment. All too soon, it was time for Roger to get back to the office, 

while Mike ran off to look for someone to take pictures on his trip. 

 “Too bad you never went pro, huh?” Mike said to Roger as they parted. “You 

were one hell of a photographer in college.” 

Back at PHB Recruitment, Roger found a few visitors waiting outside his door 

and Mr. Puller, his line manager, sitting at his desk. He waited outside his own 

office until called, and walked inside to receive a prolonged lecture of the virtues of 

lunchtime punctuality.  

"At this company, we take pride in our work, Cotter. If you want to continue 

your employment at PHB, I don’t want to see such irresponsible behavior from you 

ever again," was the lecture’s conclusion.  

"Absolutely, Mr. Puller," said Roger. "I promise you, with everything I’ve got, 
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that you will never again see such behavior from me at PHB." 

Mollified by Roger’s earnest tone, Mr. Puller left. Roger stuck his head out 

into the hallway and asked the next visitor to wait for just another minute. 

Roger Cotter walked over to his desk and emptied his pockets onto it. A 

wallet, a phone, and a business card came tumbling out. Roger glanced inside his 

coffee mug – still empty – picked up his phone, and dialed a number. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

London, UK 
September 2014
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READY WHEN YOU ARE 
 

 

 

Ready when you are. 

How do you know when I’m ready? 

 
Ready when you are– 

and then your foot’s on the pedal, and both of mine are still standing in the dust. 

 
Ready when… when? 

 
Wait for me. Wait for me. Wait for me! 

I don’t have a car. I can’t catch up with you on foot. 

 
Can’t you see you drove off without me? 

Can’t you see there’s no one in the passenger seat? 

Can’t you see- 

 
Ready when you are… 

I’m not ready. Come back to me. Don’t leave me here. 
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I want.  

I want, I want, I want, all the time. 

Everything. 

 
But I can’t. Not yet. I want to fly, but I’ve barely learned to crawl. 

Want. Can’t. Without you. 

Dust. 

 
You can’t abandon me. You haven’t. You never will. 

You said – ready when you are – and sped off before I was ready. 

 
You taught me how to want things, and left me wondering how to do them. 

 
I need you. You want everything, just like I do, but you also can. You know. 

Sometimes I feel you know everything. Sometimes I feel you know me better than I 

know myself. 

 
Ready when you are. 

Does this mean you know I’m ready before I do? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kyiv, Ukraine 
November 2010 
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This is the author’s preferred text.  
A slightly different version of this story was first  

published in Crossed Genres Quarterly N4, 2012.  
 
 

MY OTHER HALF 
 

 

 

"Cut! That's it for today. Great work, everyone." 

I breathed out and started getting to my feet, a task I ended up failing at due 

to my ridiculous costume. The ending of the last scene found me knelt in a rather 

dramatic heap, and I was now discovering that people of the era that birthed my 

dress must've had a much easier time swooning than getting back up. 

"Need any help?" Rowan called from the edge of the set. "We're going to have 

dinner." 

"Almost done." A heel tangled in the hem was the only thing remaining 

between myself and freedom. 

"Pat, a word," came Drew’s voice from right above me. I shot a hateful glance 

at the dress before looking up with an apologetic smile. Truth be told, I was so 

hungry I hated Drew just about as much as my costume at that moment, but 

snapping at the director was rarely a wise career move. 

"Save me a seat, guys!" I shouted in the direction of Rowan and Charlie’s 
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retreating back. "Sorry, Drew, I just need a moment here."  

"Take your time. And it's Cassidy who wants to talk to you, actually." 

"Okay." 

Damn. Cassidy rarely came out on the movie set, but the few times xe did 

had cost me a handful of gray hairs and several sleepless nights spent wondering 

whether my act – the real act – was good enough. At least I had a minute or so to 

prepare myself while I fiddled with the dress, taking my time and then some. A 

moment ago, I was about to take the easy way out and remove the shoe altogether, 

but now I sat there, painstakingly extricating the lacy hem from the straps and 

buckles, taking care not to damage the delicate fabric – while my head worked 

furiously, getting Ashley ready to show xemself. It was always more difficult to act 

like xem after spending a day on the set 'pretending' xe was never there. 

"There we go." I got up, taking the proffered hand for support. "Thanks. So, 

Cassidy, what was it you wanted to talk about?" 

"Hi, sweetie. We haven't met today yet, I think." 

"Hi." I smiled genially. Letting my wariness of Cassidy show would be even a 

worse move than snapping at Drew. In fact, I was sure I could get away with 

snapping, provided I apologized; more importantly, even if Drew stayed mad at me, 

I would know. Xyr face was the proverbial sleeve for xyr emotions, and even at xyr 

worst, xe was immeasurably easier for me to handle than Cassidy’s perpetual 

expression of reserved well-meaning. 

With Drew, I always knew where I stood. Whenever Cassidy looked out of the 
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same eyes, I never knew whether xe liked me or wanted me dead. 

"You know I don't normally interfere in the directing. Drew’s all about the 

movie magic, and I just tag along–" 

"Oh, don't be so modest," Drew interrupted. 

"Drew!" 

"Sorry."  

A short succession of expressions fleeted over their face before Cassidy 

continued in xyr slightly raspy tones. 

"Anyway, my days of stage acting may be ancient history, but I couldn’t help 

but point a few things out. Don't get me wrong, dear – you're a brilliant actor, you 

truly are. Mark my words, ten years from now, you'll be one of the biggest names in 

the business. But you know what they say – there's no such thing as perfection, and 

there's always, always room for improvement. For the past few days, you've been 

slipping up every now and again. Nothing too big, of course – it wouldn't have 

slipped past Drew. But I’m a method actor, and I notice small, tiny things others 

wouldn’t see. Like, every now and again, your posture's a little different, or your 

pitch changes just a bit. Of course, it's a terribly difficult role, I mean, I can't begin 

to imagine how hard it is for you to keep Ashley locked out for hours at a time. And 

for xem, of course, poor thing." 

"I'm- I'm sorry… I must be a bit tired. I'll work harder, I promise." 

"Oh, Ash, sweetheart…" All of a sudden, I found myself in Drew and Cassidy’s 

arms, but it was still Cassidy doing the talking. "I know Pat's tired, but you shouldn't 
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try to fill in for xem. It's xyr job, and xyr part, and even if you think no one can see 

the difference, it does show. You'll get your own part yet, and you'll have your time 

to shine, trust me. Is that right, Pat?" 

"Of course it is. Don't worry, Ash," I spoke in what I desperately hoped was 

my usual voice. I never intended to sound like Ashley, least of all to Cassidy. I 

must've been tired for real, or too nervous, or both. 

"Now, you two go get some food, and rest up. You have a three-day break 

coming up, don't you?" 

"We do. I promised Ash we were getting out of town." 

"Awesome." Drew was back. "I honestly didn't see any of that stuff Cass was 

talking about, but if you can't trust your other half, whom can you trust, right?"  

Thanking Drew and Cassidy for the care and concern, and feeling quite 

relieved it was Drew who finished the conversation, I headed for the dressing room 

to change out of the dress and get a few minutes' silence to think things over. 

The talk certainly didn't go as badly as I'd feared. Of course, Cassidy’s 

comments meant that I was being inconsistent on camera, and that would have to 

be fixed, but that was the least of my problems. Cassidy had no idea how right xe 

was in calling me a brilliant actor, but my work in the movie had very little to do 

with it. My character was an insane youth, an unfortunate soul born with only one 

personality inside xyr head, forever an outcast because of it, forever lonely. This 

role would indeed be terribly difficult – to anyone who didn't have a natural 

advantage to start with. The way things were, my only real challenge in playing 
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Skye was that xe was much more hysterical than I'd find myself on a regular day. 

But Cassidy was right about one more thing – there were always details that 

someone could notice, which was exactly why every previous encounter with xem 

had left me doubting the believability of my lifelong act. Until now. After today, I 

could probably stop worrying about whether xe believed in Ashley. I wasn't 

normally one to toot my own horn, but some situations made modesty pointless. 

Cassidy had just given my fictional other half a pep talk combined with a 

gentle reproach about taking the lead when xe wasn't supposed to. I was getting 

good. 

 
* * * 

 
The crew had saved me a seat, as promised – in fact, the vacant chair of their 

four-seater seemed to be the only one left in the whole diner. 

"What, you haven’t ordered for me? Surely death will take me any moment 

now!" I announced, and collapsed onto the chair in my best recreation of Skye’s 

dramatic finale of the day. Charlie burst out laughing. Sydney tried to take over, but 

whatever xe was trying to say would only come out as a snort, as Charlie’s laughter 

left to room for breathing. Before long, our whole table was reduced to a chortling 

mess. I was probably laughing the loudest, appreciating the chance to let go of 

today's stress, and only able to stop myself to make frantic gestures at a passing 

waiter. 

"Seafood pasta?" asked Sydney. "I thought you promised Ashley to finally get 
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that burger." 

"It's okay," I answered in Ashley’s voice. "It's disgusting, sure, but I can do my 

best to ignore the taste while Pat eats. It's easier than ignoring an empty stomach for 

the forty minutes it'd take these people to make a burger." 

"First xe keeps you out the whole day while on set, and now xe won't even 

get you the food you like." Lee gave me a wink. "If I were you, Ash, I'd complain 

about being mistreated." 

"Complain? And then what? Get counseling? 'Oh, doctor, my other half 

mistreats me so!' – What was that, Pat? Was that supposed to sound like me? – It did 

sound like you, sweetheart. 'Oh, xe won't even get me a burger!' – 'And xe sabotages 

me on set, I'm a brilliant actor and xe is stifling my creative development!' – 'That's only 

because you're jealous of my recognition!' – 'How DARE you?'" I pulled on the right 

side of my hair with my right hand, then smacked myself around the ear with my 

left. 

"Stop it…" Charlie moaned, wiping tears from xyr face. "I've had enough 

hysterics for today." 

"Yes, do stop, you're killing us," added Rowan. "We've got better use for our 

pair of lungs than to choke on laughter. Although Charlie always insists it'd be a 

way to go." 

"Sorry, RC." I smoothed down my hair and sat up straight. "I'll keep Ashley in 

check now. Not that I would want to stick around for the seafood pasta, thank you very 

much." 
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"Anyway, don't call us RC, it sounds stupid. We've decided we're going to be 

CR from now on."  

"So that's Charlie and Rowan now, not Rowan and Charlie?" Lee wondered. 

"No, no, it's Rowan and Charlie for the full name, because Rowan wouldn't let 

me be if xyr name didn't come first. But neither of us likes RC for a nickname, so if 

you must use one, let it be CR." 

"You're funny." I chuckled. 

"Well, it's all good for you lot. You had parents who actually did a little bit of 

thinking before naming you. Both PA and AP sound fine, and Sydney and Lee can be 

SL, or LS, whichever they feel like, and as for Andy and- Oh." Charlie paused mid-

sentence, and Rowan took over with an apologetic expression. "Sorry, Andy. Charlie 

lets our mouth run ahead of the brain far too often." 

"It's okay," Andy spoke for the first time since I arrived. "If people insist on 

giving me a nickname, I just ask they call me double-A," xe added with a smile. "I 

draw a line at AA, though." 

Some of the awkwardness over the table was dispelled by the timely 

appearance of food, and for the minutes that followed, the main sound was that of 

cutlery and chewing.  

I watched Andy in the corner of my eye. We never talked much, even though 

I had never once walked onto the set without being prepared for it by xyr capable 

hands. 

Every morning, I would sit in xyr chair with my eyes closed, while xe worked 
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xyr magic. Xyr brushes and sponges would flutter around my face, so quickly you'd 

think xe had more than one pair of hands. Somehow, in the time it would take 

someone else to only do the face, xe'd also style my hair, further reinforcing the 

illusion of either having extra hands or being truly magical. Always quick, always 

careful, and always quiet – a rare and precious quality in a makeup artist and hair 

stylist alike. The only two things xe'd ever say to me were 'you look beautiful today' 

– every single time I'd sit down in xyr chair, and 'you'll be brilliant today' – every 

single time I left it.  

These phrases, and the thanks I said in return, were about the extent of our 

conversations during the three months we had been on the set together, ever since I 

first sat down in  front of xyr mirror, introduced myself as Pat and Ashley, and 

explained which one of us would be doing all of the acting. 

"I'm Andy," xe'd said then. It was always just Andy, never Andy and some 

other name. A week into filming, I got curious enough to ask Sydney and Lee about 

Andy. Innocently enough, I wondered what xyr other half was called. The answer 

was one I'd been desperately hoping for. There was no other half. 

"Xe a singleton, then?" I asked in the most casual tone I could manage, while 

the inside of my head was screaming that xe had to be, what else could xe be, if xe 

was only ever just Andy, xe had to be a loner just like me, and yet not locked up 

somewhere for being crazy, but accepted and given a job, the magical, beautiful 

Andy, who was only ever just Andy and never needed to be anyone else. 

"No." Lee dropped xyr voice. "A suicide." 
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A suicide. Brought back, but not in time to save both. I tried and failed to 

imagine what it was like, to be left alone inside one's head, to lose someone who'd 

always been there. I knew what it was like to be alone, true, but I never had anyone 

to start with. Ninety-eight percent of people with the Solitary Personality Disorder 

were diagnosed before they turned four. Perhaps I was that little bit brighter than 

other kids my age – just quick enough to realize there was something wrong with 

me, just quick enough to create Ashley. Ashley, who was always the more timid one, 

yet often sarcastic when xe did come out. Ashley, who always tried to get out of the 

city and spend some time by a river, or by the sea if xe could, and yet hated seafood 

with a passion. It was the quirks that made xem real to others, and I always gave 

xem just enough quirks.  

Ashley, my other half that was just real enough to fool everyone else, but not 

quite real enough to actually keep me company. I never complained, though, not 

even in the privacy of my own head, more private than the majority of heads in the 

world. I'd read a lot about SPD treatment, and never tired of thanking providence 

for Ashley and my own moment of insight that resulted in xem. 

It was widely believed that the Solitary Personality Disorder was real in name 

only, that there never was, there never could be only one person inside someone's 

head. So the doctors did their best to suppress what they believed was the vastly 

more dominant half, to allow the other one, supposedly held back since an early age, 

to finally come out and shine. The suppression part of the treatment worked every 

time. The bit with the shining, not as much. Every now and again, though, there 
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would be a miraculous recovery, and every time, I'd wonder if the poor soul 

managed to figure things out just in time to make an appropriate Ashley. 

Those who didn't make miraculous recoveries were eventually left mostly 

alone, under some supervision that they invariably required, now that half of their 

head had been taken away from them, cleaned up, polished and waiting for its 

rightful owner, the other half, to show up. The other half never did. The other half 

never would. The other half never could. There was never any other half, there was 

only ever a whole, but the only one who could confirm it was yet another singleton, 

someone with SPD, and who would believe them? 

Given how much better off I was in comparison to many, I never complained 

about my fate, only allowing myself an occasional moment of weakness when I felt 

lonely. Not anymore, though. Not since I found out about Andy. Andy, whose other 

half wanted to end both their lives and left xem all alone in the end. Andy the 

makeup artist and Andy the hair stylist, the magical, beautiful Andy who tried so 

hard to live both for xemself and for the lost half, so much that xe would style 

herself 'double-A'. 

"Poor Ashley." Charley giggled all of a sudden. I looked down at my barely 

touched meal and realized how far behind I'd fallen compared to the rest of the 

crew, who were anywhere between halfway and nearly done with theirs. "Xe really 

doesn't like seafood, does xe." 

"Yeah, xe can be a bit of a chore." I chuckled and shoved my thoughts out of 

the way while I concentrated on the food. 
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"So… any of you cats going to the Kennedy and Indiana show next week? 

Sydney’s taking me." 

"You actually got in?" Andy made a swipe at the ticket being waved in the air 

by a proud Lee. "I queued for hours, but they sold out a good fifty people before me. 

I’m so jealous." Andy sighed wistfully, admiring the ticket that Lee finally let go of. 

"I've wanted to see Brook and Indiana for ages. They have the most amazing voice." 

"And very inconsiderate parents. I know I've been complaining about our 

name, but Rowan and Charlie simply pales in comparison. Who on earth would 

name their baby Kennedy and, oh my goodness, Indiana?" Charlie enunciated the 

names with an expression of horror. "I mean, it's all good for the stage, but in 

everyday life…" 

"In everyday life, they're Morgan and Sam," Andy commented all of a sudden. 

"Actually, growing up, they've been mostly Sam. Morgan was always so quiet their 

parents would sometimes doubt if xe was there at all. For a while, they actually 

suspected SPD." 

"Oh dear. Poor little thing…" Charlie frowned. "But they didn't diagnose them, 

did they?" 

"No, thank goodness." 

"So which one’s Kennedy and which one’s Indiana?" I asked. 

"Sam’s Kennedy. Morgan’s Indiana. It’s quite a story, actually." Andy’s eyes 

were shining, and xe was blushing a bit, now that xe was the center of attention. "As 

I said, it would always be mostly Sam. The parents were worried for a bit, but 
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Morgan was clearly there every time anyone checked, and Sam didn't seem to 

actually try to suppress xem, so they let go of it, over time, figuring that once xe 

wants to come out more, xe will. And if xe doesn't, well, xe can do whatever makes 

xem happy. 

"They carried on that way until they were around fourteen. Then, one day, 

they were in a music class… They'd been doing them before, of course, but Sam had 

never been much of a singer. Xe could make any instrument sit up and beg, but 

never any vocals. And then, like I said, they were fourteen, and maybe they showed 

up for class earlier, or maybe the previous one was delayed, long story short – they 

walked in on choir practicing. So they sit in the back, quiet and all, and the choir's 

singing, and all of sudden, there's this gorgeous soprano, and the director turns to see 

who it is and…" 

"No way!" 

"Yes!" Andy beamed at the astounded Lee with so much happy pride that one 

could think it was xe who sang in that class. "Little Morgan made xemself heard 

alright, and since then, Sam didn't have much choice whether to sing or not. Not 

that it stopped xem complaining that xe’d rather be playing an instrument." Andy 

giggled with the kind of fondness people tended to reserve for good friends whom 

they both love and enjoy poking good-natured fun at. "Anyway. That's their story. 

I've heard them on record so many times, but seeing them live, that would be…" 

Andy let out a dreamy sigh. 

"Wow, you're a fan, aren't you," Rowan commented after a pause. 
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"Oh, really? What gave me away?" Andy laughed, joined by the rest of the 

table. 

The rest of the lunch, or dinner, or whatever they call the meal that happens 

when it isn't too late in the day yet, but all parties involved have already done a 

hard day's work and intend to do absolutely nothing constructive until the following 

morning, went on peacefully enough. The conversation returned to being dominated 

by SL and the newly-renamed CR, with an occasional contribution from me and a 

distinct lack of input from Ashley, which was only to be expected, given xyr hatred 

of seafood. Andy spoke barely more than my currently-quiet fictional other half, 

having fallen back into xyr usual role of the listener now that the subject of 

Kennedy and Indiana had been covered quite exhaustively. As we paid up and got 

ready to go, I followed Sydney and Lee to the coat rack. 

"Hey, wait up. Where did you get your ticket, exactly? Do you know if there's 

any left?"  

"No clue, to be honest," Sydney replied. "A friend of ours always saves a ticket 

to every new show for us, in case we're interested." 

"Oh. Okay." I struggled with myself for a moment and decided that it was 

worth the trouble. "Could you ask xem if there are any left?" 

"What, Andy got you all intrigued? Sure, I'll ask if xe's got another spare one, 

no problem." 

"Actually… Uh. It'd be great if xe has two. Two tickets, I mean. But if not, 

one's cool too, totally." 
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"Oh, I see now," Lee joined in. "You and Andy, huh." 

"What?" I stared at Lee’s grin, which might've also been Sydney’s. Unlike 

Drew and Cassidy, these two shared expressions freely. "No, it's- I just- Andy really 

likes the, the act, and I figured I'd-" 

"Chill." I didn't know whose idea it was to pat me on the shoulder, and right 

now couldn't be bothered to figure it out. "We'll keep it quiet for now if you like." 

"You don't need to keep it quiet. There's no 'it' to keep quiet, it's… I mean… 

Xe's… Xe's just nice, that's all." 

"Of course xe's nice! Xe's Andy. Anyway, tell you what, Pat. We'll call Fran, 

and if xe doesn't have any tickets left, you can have ours." 

"What? No, I couldn't…" 

"Oh, please. We were thinking of giving it to Andy anyway, xe's clearly 

obsessed with K&I. This way, you can give it to xem. It'll be perfect." 

"Syd, Lee, I…" I looked down, trying to fish a reasonable answer from the 

sudden mess that was my head. 

"Just say 'thank you'." 

"Thank you," I said obediently. It really was the best way. "Really. Thanks a 

lot." 

"No problem. And hey, just a word of advice?"  

"Yes?" 

"Don't let Ashley give xem – or you, for that matter – a hard time. You hear 

that, Ashley? Andy’s a good kid, all of you can get along nicely." 
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"Why does everyone always assume I'm the problem?" I replied in Ashley’s 

voice, then rolled my eyes before adding in my own, "I think we'll be okay. Thanks 

again." 

Sydney and Lee walked off, after one last wink in my direction. I walked to 

the nearest table and ordered a coffee, feeling far too confused to try and make my 

way home right now. 

All I'd wanted to do was do something nice for Andy, who had always been 

nothing but lovely towards me. Had I done more harm than good, though? A wrong 

idea had been planted in Sydney and Lee’s head, and there couldn't be any doubt as 

to what kind of idea it was. For all their promises to 'keep it quiet', it wouldn't take 

long for the rest of the set to know, and– 

And what? surfaced a suddenly defiant thought. I was already known as an 

up-and-coming actor with a quiet, yet occasionally foul-tempered other half. In the 

eyes of others, my praiseworthy talent at playing mentally unstable people certainly 

made up for a few eccentricities of my own, and my reputation, such as it was, 

could afford just about anything. I didn't even care if I was believed slightly crazy, 

provided it was anything but the kind of crazy I actually was. Given that, why give 

a damn about off-base rumors of a workplace romance? 

I finished the coffee and got back to my feet, my mind made up. I'd get that 

ticket off Sydney and present it to Andy, and hopefully, we'd be friends. Proper 

friends, not the kind that only meet at work and briefly hang out after hours, but 

the kind that can meet on days off, catch a movie together or, indeed, go to a 
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concert. That is, of course, if xe'd like to be friends with me. But I couldn't imagine 

xem saying no, not xem, not the magical, beautiful–  

"Hi." 

"Andy?" 

It was Andy indeed, standing some way away from the café door, alone. Was 

xe waiting for me? Why on earth? 

"I just wanted to talk to you. Well, ask you something. I was wondering 

where you'd disappeared." 

"Oh, I just felt I needed a coffee. Head feeling a bit… weird. Long day." 

"If you'd rather I left you alone now, it can always wait till some-" 

"No, no, it's- It's all good. I'm all good now. Walk and talk?" 

"Sure." Andy smiled. I managed a small smile in return, despite the warning 

bell ringing loudly at the back of my head. Did xe think I was talking to Syd about 

xem? 

Did xe see through my silly friendship plan? Did xe… Oh, and what did it 

matter if xe did? I shut off the panicked alarm. I wanted to be xyr friend, and the 

first thing a friend could do was to be honest. Xe wanted to ask me something, and 

I'd give xem an honest answer. 

Whatever the question was, it was taking Andy some time to ask it. We 

must've walked for a few minutes without exchanging a word, but in our history, 

silence had always been a usual and comfortable state of affairs. Finally, I heard an 

intake of breath that meant a question was about to come. 
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"Pat… You're a singleton, aren't you." 

I was not prepared for this. As strange as it may sound, I was not. For years 

and years, my lifelong act had been my second nature, and while I could worry 

whether someone may be suspecting something – how could I not? – the worst I 

could expect was some vague doubts. Any possible questions people could have 

asked me would be careful, holding minimum implications, phrased in a way that 

would not offend me if they turned out to be off-base – as the speaker would expect 

it to. Such questions were easy enough to turn into joke, steer away or even ignore 

entirely, pretending to have it pass completely over my head. Andy’s words, 

however, weren't even a question. They were a calm statement with a definite lack 

of a question mark at the end. 

In a way, I realized, it made things a little easier. My answer was hardly 

relevant now, although my few-second-long silence must've spoken volumes already. 

"It doesn't really matter how I answer, does it? That's what you think. Your 

mind's made up, how can I change it?" 

"Well. You could start shouting at me, or give me that horrified look, call me 

crazy, demand to know who I think myself to be to dare insult you so, say it was no 

wonder I tried to off myself, since I'm clearly mad… Let's see, what else…" Andy 

looked up with a thoughtful smile for a moment before returning xyr eyes to my 

face. "I think that about covers it." 

I was pretty sure my face at the moment resembled the 'horrified look' option, 

one caused not by Andy’s question, but rather, xyr rather calm litany of my 
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expected reactions. None of them could be figments of xyr imagination. Right this 

moment, I could bet my life that at one point or another, xe had been on the 

receiving end of each and every one of them. 

"No, I'm not going to do that. Any of that," I whispered. 

"Thank you. That's really all I needed." 

I stared at Andy’s face, fighting for words, knowing something more had to 

be said, lest we walked separate ways now, and three days later, I would show up 

on set, and both of us would act as if this talk had never happened. 

"I'm sorry, Andy. I'm so sorry," I blurted. 

"For what?" 

"For all those… For all the others. We're not all like that. At least, I hope 

we're not." 

"I know."  

We walked again, still side by side. That was the good thing about talking on 

the go – you didn't always have to look each other in the face, which, in cases when 

awkwardness was inevitable, helped make it just that little bit less awkward. A 

question was knocking on the inside of my head, a humiliating, panicked, 

unnecessary question. 

You won't tell anyone, will you? You won't tell, will you? Please promise me you 

won't tell. 

It could keep knocking for the rest of eternity. I wasn't going to ask it. It 

didn't matter that I had just about confessed to my being a singleton. Xe'd known for 
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a long time. Somehow, xe'd known. I wasn't going to ask if xe'd tell on me, but 

maybe I could ask xem… 

"Can I ask how…" 

"How I could tell?" 

"Yes." 

We walked some twenty steps before xe spoke. 

"I was fourteen when I tried to kill myself. My parents were watching me 

closely by then, so it wasn't very easy to even try, but I did my best. You know, I 

think that if I'd been the only child, they would've figured me out soon enough. But 

with two other kids, and when I say two, I really mean four, there wasn't that much 

time for me. So I never asked why sometimes they'd call me Andy, and sometimes 

Jamie. If that was some fancy my parents had, then why not? I can't even say I was 

smart enough to figure it out – I just didn't mind.  

"But then I got older, and I didn't want that anymore, and I started protesting, 

demanding that they stopped calling me Jamie, and there was a lot of shouting, and 

I tried running away, and they brought me back, and there'd be different people 

trying to talk to me, and they all wanted just one thing. They wanted me to agree 

that I had a problem. But I didn't have one, I just wanted people to stop calling me 

Jamie, because I wasn't Jamie, but why was it so wrong if I wasn’t? So… yeah. I 

couldn't be Jamie, and no one seemed to want Andy around, either, so I figured…" 

More than ever before, I was very grateful that we were still walking. There 

was no power in the world that would make me look Andy in the face right now. 
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"And then I woke up, and people were asking me if I knew what my name 

was, and I said it was Andy, and they asked if there was any other name, and I said 

no. Then I had counseling, lots of it, and I found that everyone wanted me to say 

how sorry I was for killing Jamie, how now I finally realized how much xe meant to 

me, how lonely I was without xem. I said all that, again and again, and then people 

started being nicer to me, feeling sorry for me too, saying how it was going to be 

difficult from now on, on my own, but I'd handle it, they were sure I would. They 

had no idea how right they were." 

Andy suddenly stopped and turned to me, xyr face lit up by a glow that was 

almost manic in its intensity. 

"Everyone was feeling sorry for me, but I was so happy. Happier than I'd ever 

been before. There was just me, and no one was expecting anyone else, and I could 

do… whatever I wanted to. Be whatever, whoever I wanted to. I was told I could 

leave my parents' house when I turned sixteen, and I was ticking days off on my 

calendar. They weren't too sad to see me go, either, still blaming me for Jamie, 

but… Honestly? I was so happy at the time I couldn't even feel guilty. I'd broken 

people's hearts and, in everyone's eyes, committed what was practically murder, and 

I didn't care one bit what anyone else thought of me. I was simply happy. Happy 

that my life was mine, and no one else's."  

Andy looked down for a moment, breaking eye contact for the first time, then 

looked up again, this time with the mild smile I had come to know so well.  

"Do you think I'm horrible?" 
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I stood there looking at that smile, and knew that xe wouldn't care if I judged 

xem. That no matter what answer I gave, the light that still shone in xyr eyes 

wouldn't fade. It was just as well I'd decided I was going to be honest, back in the 

other life that was happening before this conversation began.  

I looked down to find Andy’s hand and held it in mine, and looked up again, 

and waited for xem to look away from our hands, to be absolutely sure I saw xyr 

eyes. 

"I think you're beautiful." 

Xe smiled again. I never realized how many different smiles xe had, the 

magical, beautiful Andy, and yet I was sure I had never seen this particular one 

before. 

Not on the set, not among friends, not in a talk of xyr favorite artist. No, this 

smile was new. This smile was mine. Mine, and no one else's.  

 
 
 
 
 

Kyiv, Ukraine 
2010 
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THE BLACK FILM 
 

 

 

"…and, owing to our company's long-standing commitment to maintaining 

our status as a shining example of social responsibility, we have donated several 

million to the efforts aimed at restoring the environment at the site of the incident 

to its natural, pristine form. Because that is what my family’s company, Northwest 

Atlantic Petroleum stands for – strength in the face of adversity, and passionate 

dedication to fulfilling our part of the generation contract." 

The room full of bare shoulders and bow ties erupted in applause, diamond 

rings and gold watches catching the light as their owners brought their palms 

together in honor of Owen Stephenson's masterfully delivered speech. The speaker 

smiled at his audience with the gratitude of a man needlessly reaffirmed in his own 

brilliance, and left the podium, moving with the elegant gravitas that is normally 

brought about by the knowledge of being the wealthiest man in a room filled with 

millionaires. Doling out greetings, sharing handshakes and receiving laconic 

accolades, he navigated through the crowd towards the bar, where a glass of fine 
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scotch was presented to him within mere seconds of his request. 

"Mr. Stephenson?" 

He turned towards the sound of a pleasant female voice, leaving the 

bartender with his richly deserved tip. The owner of the voice could not have been 

older than twenty. Undoubtedly someone's daughter. And undoubtedly beautiful, 

just like the voice that made his name sound like the whisper of the waves. He 

smiled. 

"Owen, please." He was never usually this quick to move to first-name basis, 

but the sudden wish to hear his given name spoken in her voice was too great. 

"Owen." She seemed to elongate the n-s, and the sound of his name on her 

lips now made him think of a tolling of an underwater church bell, something 

normally found in ancient maritime legends. Owen Stephenson knew plenty of 

ancient maritime legends. They added an unmistakable charm to any talk, and were 

anyone to point out how well-versed he was in sailor folklore, he would always 

reply that after everything the sea had given him, the least he could do was learn all 

about its magic. That line never failed. 

"That was a wonderful speech," the woman continued. 

"Oh, just doing my job." Standard flattery deserved a standard response. What 

followed, however, was a refreshing deviation from the usual conversation scenario. 

"I'm afraid I barely understood a word of it, though." 

He chuckled. "And yet you compliment me on it." 

"You don't need to know everything about the workings of the muscles in the 
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body to appreciate the beauty of the dance. Your speech had beautiful shape, even if 

I lacked deep understanding of it."  

Owen Stephenson found himself unexpectedly impressed. It was not every 

day that he encountered a honesty bordering on bluntness combined with rather 

eloquent wisdom, let alone finding a combination like that contained in a vessel this 

fine. The more he observed the woman, the more he was able to appreciate her 

beauty, the features that initially appeared soft and almost child-like to him turning 

out to be more refined and noble, worthy of the chisel of a marble sculptor. Still, a 

man in his position could hardly afford indiscretion, let alone the insult he could 

unwittingly deal to one of his partners by flirting with their daughter. The waters 

would have to be tested first. 

"I would love to tell you more, but I wouldn't dream of monopolizing your 

evening, Miss-" 

"You can call me Tara. And please, feel free to monopolize me as much as 

you like." 

"Despite several accusations, that isn't anywhere among my company's 

policies." 

He'd made better jokes before, but this one earned a pleasant throaty laugh. 

"There is no competition for you right now. I am here alone, and I am terribly 

bored. That is, had been until recently." 

She had clearly moved from mildly interested to openly flirtatious. What 

further encouragement could be required? He smiled genially. 
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"In that case, dear Tara, allow me to buy you a drink." 

 
* * * 

 
An evening that had started out well for Owen Stephenson was turning out to 

be nothing short of incredible. It had not seemed possible that Tara could outshine 

the first impression she’d made at the banquet – yet she appeared the more 

enchanting the more he got to know her. Beautiful beyond description and 

amazingly intelligent, she never wasted her breath on unnecessary prattle, but when 

she did speak, each word rang with wisdom that defied her young looks. As did her 

voice, low and velvety, better suited to an opera singer in her fifties rather than this 

startling young beauty.  

On top of everything, she turned out to be an excellent listener, and he 

actually found himself pausing more often than he usually would, so as to hear a 

comment, or as little as a thoughtful 'go on', spoken in her magical voice. She was 

unbelievably easy to talk to, so unlike the sycophantic socialites that would hang on 

to his every word in hope of currying favor with him, or the journalists who lived to 

find something in his words that they could turn into a bestselling heading. Tara, on 

the other hand, combined her genuine interest with such deep understanding of him 

that he found himself talking with more freedom than he had felt in years. 

As they sat on a moonlit beach, he pointed out a few constellations to his 

companion, only to be shamed into silence by the knowledge of astronomy she 

displayed moments later. Under any other circumstances, his being humbled like 
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that would have robbed his evening of any further enjoyment. Yet Tara's voice was 

free of any notes of glee at her superior knowledge, and he allowed himself to relax 

and lie back. Listening to the magical voice next to him talk about the stars, Owen 

Stephenson no more cared about getting sand all over his bespoke suit than about 

the fact that he had not seen any member of his security team ever since they had 

left the banquet room several hours ago. 

"Your knowledge of the stars is unparalleled, my dear Tara." 

"You, on the other hand, seem to know so much of the sea." He could hear 

the smile in her voice. "Its legends in particular." 

"The sea has given me so much. The least I can do to repay it is trying to 

learn  about its magic." 

"That is lovely." As she sat up and looked down at him, he could now see the 

same smile that had lent additional softness to her voice. "Would you like to learn 

more about it?"  

"Always." 

Still smiling, she reached behind her head and pulled a pin out of her hair. It 

shone in her hand, catching a moonbeam, but he only saw it in the corner of his eye, 

distracted by the hair that she had let loose. Silvery in the moonlight, it cascaded 

down her shoulders, reaching as low as the pebbled sand she was kneeling on. He 

had never quite realized how long her hair was while it had been pinned at the back 

of her head, woven into an elaborate seashell-shaped knot. 

Perhaps, had his gaze not wandered to the beautiful waves of her hair, he 
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would have noticed her movement. Then again, the speed of her hand could only be 

compared to the strike of a serpent. Either way, Owen Stephenson was now afforded 

an unimpeded, if brief, view of Tara's hairpin, its jeweled handle protruding from 

his chest. 

 
* * * 

 
"Mona? Mona, where are you?" called my sister's voice. 

"I'm here," I called out as loudly as I could. My voice still came out barely 

above a whisper, and it was not my feeble attempt at shouting that caught Tara's 

attention, but the coughing fit it had plunged me into.  

She knelt by my side as I lifted myself halfway out of the water, and held my 

hair back as I coughed up black clots. When the fit was over, Tara gently ran her 

hand across my mouth and held her fingers up to the light. 

"No blood this time. You are getting better, sister. And you will be better still 

once we leave this place for cleaner waters." 

"When can we leave?" 

"Tonight."  

The smile on my sister's face left little room for my meager hope that perhaps 

she had failed in her intentions and decided to leave her plan behind. Nevertheless, 

I could not help but hope, despite all odds and evidence, and my knowledge of 

Tara's implacable nature. 

"Were you unable to find the man you were looking for?" 
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"On the contrary. I found him." 

"Tara…" 

"Don't look at me with those reproachful eyes, sister!" Tara drew herself up, 

her nostrils flaring. "Have you forgotten our home, buried under their cloud of death? 

Have you forgotten all of our friends, choked on the blackness? Have you forgotten 

the burns on my skin and the black film in your lungs?" 

"I have not, Tara. I have not." 

"Why do you judge me, then? All I did was punish the man who was 

responsible for all those deaths, for all that pain, and felt none of it. He did not care, 

and if I ever regret anything about this night, it would be that I lacked the strength 

to bring him to the place where it happened. So that I could see if, once he managed 

to rub the tainted water out of his eyes and spit the oil out of his mouth, he could 

still call what had happened 'an incident'. It’s time for us to leave. Are you ready?" 

"I am." 

"Then please help me get rid of dress." 

Tara leaned back, low enough for me to reach the lock on the back of her 

dress. Once I had succeeded in pulling it all the way down, she slipped into the 

water, leaving all of her garments on the shore. 

"Oh, I don't know how I even survived all those hours on land," she moaned 

softly, letting water wash over her face. "Especially the last one, with the ocean so 

near, yet myself stuck on the shore. The legs were not as bad as I had expected, 

though. If you forget about those horrible things humans stuff them into. Still, 
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enough was enough." 

She flicked her tail a few times, then moved the flippers around slowly, 

getting the feel for them, just as she did every time after coming back from the land. 

I reached out to touch the skin between her shoulder blades, still redder and 

rougher than it should be, but no longer the angry burn it had been a few days ago. 

"You are healing up well." 

"I will heal even faster now. Mark my words, Mona." 

We headed off into the open sea. The larger distance we covered by night, 

the safer we would be, as my lungs had not healed enough to go underwater for 

long.  

Still, among the injuries we had received at the hands of humans, it was not 

mine that worried me. It was my sister's. 

We were the children of the sea, and it took care of us better than any mother 

would. It sheltered us, it provided for us, and it healed every hurt, given enough 

time.  

The sea would heal the burned skin on Tara's back. Eventually, it would wash 

away the rest of the black film covering my lungs. Yet I could not help but fear that 

not even the sea would ever fully wash away the oily blackness that had enveloped 

my sister's heart.  

 

Podaca, Croatia 
August 2011 



 
 

The Black Film coming back soon as a comic book! 
Keep an eye out for it at: 

emmiyoung.co.uk 
mariastanislav.com 

http://emmiyoung.co.uk/
http://mariastanislav.com/
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ABOUT THIS BOOK: 

This is not a travel guide. I just thought I’d get it out of the way to avoid 
disappointment down the line. 
 So what’s with the title? The main thing that unites these stories, long and 
short alike, is that they were all written during various transitional parts of my life: 
sometimes, during times of personal change; sometimes, literally in transit.  

Change, transition, search, and chance – at least one of these things will be 
present in every story between these covers.  

Writing these stories was my way of finding my way. I hope they can keep 
you company in some of your own travels. 
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